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     Boultdaries of Metals. II

        By

 Masahara Kabata

(Reeeived .August 10, 1945)

    g V. Tlte G•reove forwtecl at the lb}ter-e7'ytgtctll'ine Be2c?bclcg"ry. As

stated 'already, when a metal is heated to a temperature lower by less
than 100 )v20eC below its melting point, the liquid layer is formed

at the inter-crystalline bounda!y, and it manifests as a groove when
the test piece is coeled to the room temperature. Hewever, the cooling
is not necessary to form the groove. VV'hen the surface of the test
piece in the furnace is looked with a magnifYing glass through a glass

window set on the wali of the furnace, we can detect that the groove
is formed suddenly when the temperature reached to the-Iowest tempera-
ture above whick the flu{dification of the inter-crystalline bounclary 1}as

been found to take place. T-hus, the formatlon ef the' inter--crystalline

groove does not reguire an>t lon.ew continued heating, but only a few

seconds heating at the required temperature is suMcient to form it.
A prolonged heating and a gradual cooling have only the effect to
b;'oaden the groove, and for the formation itself of the groove the
heating even for a very short titme at the required temperature, as was
stated before, is suMcient.

    Prof. U. Yoshida and Mr. K. Koyanagi supposed that the inter--
crystaliine groove is formed by the enhanced evaporation of the
inter-cr>rstailine liguid iayer. But, the present observation bhat the
inter--crystalline groove is formed by the heating at the required tempe-

rature oniy for a very short time. denies their supposition. Further,
when a metal is heated in tlie air, as in the present experiments, it
must be considered to be covered by a comparatively thick oxide fiim
which hinders a rapid evaporation of the inter-cr>rstailine !iquid layer.

This fact is aiso unfavourable for the evaporation theory. Actually,

the formation of the inter-crystaliine groove does not depend upon

e
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 whether the metral is heatecl in the air or in vacuum.
     Another reason foi' the forniation of the. inter-crystalline groove,
 which is next to be considerecl, is the expansion ( contraction with Bi )

 caused by the thickening of the inter-crystalline liquid layer by heating
ancl the centraction (expansion with Bi ) due to the crystalllzation of

the liquid layer by cooling. Xl]Vith regard to this point variot!s experi--

ments were made. First, among the sin.crle cr' ystal test piece of Sn,

I'b and Al in the forrn of rectangular plate, such specimens were
selected that the boundary between two neighbouring crystals runs in
transversai direction of the test p{ece. These specimens were heated
to the reguired temperatuye aftd then cooled in the furnace, by laying
horizontally on a fiat stand or rollers so that they can expancl or con--

tract freely, or by hanging vertically in tlie furnace. But, no diffei'ence

in the breadth ancl tlae depth of the' grooves could be detectecl in these

three cases. IiNext,with the specimens of the same kincl as above, the
distances betweelt two points marl<ed, once' very closely ancl then remotely,

on' both sides of the inter-crystalline boundary weye measured very
accurateiy with a mici"oscope befoi'e and after the heating to form
the inter-crystalline boundary, and examined whether ' some e><pansion
or centraction of 'the test piece had arisen in the directien perpendicular

to the inter-crystalline boundary. If the groove be formecl by the cause

as is consicleying now, the excess naass forced out by the formation
of the groove of considerable size should be spene in expanding the
test piece iii a detectabje deg.ree. But, the meastire!inent did not show

any trace of such expaiision or contraction, and does not abaree with
the expansion and contraction theory. Fui'ther, the writer carried otit

a similar measurement with test pieces consisted of cempayatively large
number of small crystals, but any trace of the expansion or compi'es-
sion by the formation of the groove at the inter-crystalline boundaries
coulcl not be cletected. If the expanslon and contraction theory woukl

be correct, we are to expect that the outer boundary of a cryst`al
wktich is entirely surrounded by neighbouring crystal, would be grooved.

But, the fact contradicts this expectation, and the .crrooves are always

formed at inter-crystalline boundaries of all !<incls. Of course, the

writer aclmits, as x' vill be stated Iater, the presence of some eflfects of

the expaltsion aftd contraction on the formation and the shape of the

inter-crystalline boundary; but he believes that the expansion' and

contraction v}'Iiich happens by the formation of the groove is not an

essentiai cause for its formation. When,.by the laeating up of a test
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p;'ece in a furftace, its surface is looked with a magnifying glass through

a glass window set on the wall of the furnace, we can detect that
at the same time as the inter-crystailine greove is form'ed suddenly at

a certain temperature, the part of the outer surface of the test piece

in the neighbourhoocl of .crroove piilsates. As already mentioiied, the
fiuidification of the outer stirface ancl of the inter-crystalilne boundary

begins at the sapae lowest temperature. Considering from this and tke
pulsation of the outer surface of the test piece as stated above, it may

be le.critimately imaglned that the inter-crystalline groove is formed by

the drawifi'g out of the inter-crystalline liquia' layer into the outer
surface(probably beneath the oxide film)of the test piece by the
action of the surface tension. NVhen tke surface of a test piece on
which the inter-crystalline grooves are formecl is inspecte(l closely, we

can detect that the sharp vertices •anci edges of the crystals is rounded

and the surface looks like to be covered by a rather solidified layer
of the melt. Fig. 1, ?late II is the photograph of an aluminium test
piece which was heated to a cornparatively high temperature. ancl has
wide grooves on its surface, and we can see clearly wavy xvrinkles on
its surface. This seems to suggest that the inter-crystalline Iiquid Iayer

is sucked beneath the oxide fiIm covering the otiter surface of the test

piece ancl is in accord with the bulging of the lower end of the test
piece, as stated before, when it is suspend'ed ahd heatecl sufficiently ln

afurnace. '' '    The writer niade his experi•ments on the formation of inter-crystal-

line grooves with'bismuth too. Differing from other metais, bismuth
expands by crystallization, and an effect which is diffrerent .from the

case of other metals is expected to be present in the formation of

the inter-crystalline grooves. ' '
    (a) The case of.sudden cooling: A test piece of bismuth (BI),
which was definecl in gII, was suspencled and lieated at 2650C foy 5

minutes in a vertical furiaace, and then it was cooled sticldenJy by
dropping it into the water under the fumace. The appearance of the
inter-crystalline bounclary of the specimeft thus cooled is shown in
Fig. 2, Plate II. The inter-crystalline boundary in tkis case protruded

insteacl of becoming a groove, ana' at the summit of such protuberaiice

so ne smali spheres wexe formecl diue probably to the eruption of the

inter-crystalline liguid layer. ' •
    (b) The case of glow cooling: A test piece of bismuth (BI) is

'heated in the same way as above. After having b.een kept at 2650'C



            Fig.
plate. After having been heated at 223eC
for 3 minutes in horlzontal positlon in a
furnace, it was cooled siowly in the furnace.

In the case of bismuth shown in Fi.cr. 8,
the'  surface of a rod ebtained by casting

the inter-crystalline botmdary was clearly
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for 5 minutes, the test piece was cooled' slowly ln the furnace by cut--

ting the electric current through the furnace. 'As is shown in Fig. 3,
Plate II, the inter-crystalline boundar•y became grooved in thls case as

in the case of other metais; and a few smail spheres, mttch less in
number than in the former case, were formed in the groove. "In the
case of slow cooiing, both exterior and interior parts cool rather uni-
forrnly, and the expansion clue to the crystallization of. the inter-crystal-

Iine liquid layer will be clistributed rathes' evenly over the whoie parts

of the test piece ancl will not much strain locaily the inter-crystalline

boundaty. ' '
    Consequently the inter-crystalline groove formed at high tempera-
ture is sttpposecl to be retained after cooling. Differently from this,
the e}.<terior part of tl}e test piece crystaliizes firstly in the case of

rapid cooling, by leaving the interior of the inter-crystalline liquicl 2ayer

unsolidifiecl, and the expansion due to the c!"ystallization of the exterior

part, gives rise to the protrusion of that' part as is shown in Fibcr. 2,

Plate II.. Whei} such a crystallizatlon of the exterior part proceeds
inwards, the expansion accon?panying it .crives fos'th the eruption, as
smail spheres, of' the melt remaining stili unsoliclified in the interior

through some weak localities in the solidified exterior part. In the
case of slow cooling,. tlie inward advance of the $oHdification also
happens, though more slowly and the eruptions of the unsoliclified part

of the interior as small spheres is also expected to take place in much

smaller number. Considering in such a way, the formation of such
small metal spheres b,y eruption can be regardecl as another stron.cr
evidence,.in addition to the result of X-ray exarmination for the exist-

ence of the inter-crystaliine liquid Iayer at the temperatures lower than

the rnelting point of the metal.

    Next with tin and bismuth, the depth and the shape of the inter-
cr,ystalline groove were investigated by means of an UItropak microscope

and the cross-•sectional view thus obtained is shown in Fi.crs. 7 and 8.

    The test piece of tin, investigated in
                                             Ttnthe case of 7, was in the form of

             Z'
         -         e qes ram    di
            Fig. 7

was etched so siightly

visibie without forming

       '               tt '
            '

illllZi  ; sii.ktitiiiillliiiltti:
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 groove. Then t•he rod was sealed in an B!smuth
g",?c}.at,e.d,,g.i.afiE.i",b.eg,"]gftif.d.a;.?.63.0g,ssG ZZZtZftil.ii2zlMvateezZ.lzZZ-Ziz'Z2?z/zt2z)/i

 cooled ver,y• slowiy by lowering the tempe- oNoos mm
 rature of the fumace gradually. As is evi-- Fig• 8
 dent from the figuyes the both sides of the groove are swollen up in both

 case, oniy siightiy in the case of tin and especially remarkably on one
 side in the case of bismuth.- This peculiarity of bismuth is not iiniited

 to this case slaown in Fig. 8, but was ebserved almost in ail cases
 examined bJr the writer. According to the writer's view such swelling
 up of both sides of the groove in both cases is clue partly to the sucking

 up of the melt at the inter--crystalline boundary to the outer surface
 of the test piece in the imniediate neighbourhood of the groove. There

 is another factor in the case of bismuth that the expansion due to the
 crystallization of the interrrcrystalline liquid layer by the cooling after

 heating affects, a considerable pressure upon the neighbouring portion.

 This pressure forces out, on one hand, the stilJ remaining melt in the

 interior as small spheres as stated before, and on the other hand, it
 deforms plastically the neig•hbouring crystajs and causes them to bluge

 outwards. As stated before, the bluges formecl on both sides of the
 groove is generally uneven. The crystal axes ancl accordingl>r the slip

 planes ancl the siip direction of two c•rystals on both sides of the grobve

 are generally in different directions, and consequentiy the easiness to
 suffer p!astic deformation due to the crystaliization of the inter-crystaliine

 iiquid layer is different, so that uneven bluges are formed on both sides

 of the grobve.

    g VI Displaee7nent of the h2•teT--crfysteslli7?e Bo2ee}dcecrg by Reerystalli-

s".ation. As mentioned before, Prof.U.Yoshida and Mr.K.Koyanagi con-

sidered the recrystalllzation phenomenon of metals as to take place by

 the growth ef the crystal nuclei formed in the inter--crystaliine liguid

layer by consuming the old stralned crystallites b,y means of an inter-

mediary action of the inter-crystalline liguid Iayer. If thelr censideration

is correct, then when the recrystailizationsis rnade to occur rapidly at

such high temperature as to bring forth the inter-crystal!ine groove,

an interesting question arises whether the displacement of the inter-

crystalline groove can be detected. The writer's experiments ofi this

'point are very insuMcient at present. Buta trace of such displacement
of the inter-'crystaliine groove at higli temperature could be detected.
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    Since, when a xverked test plece of a metal is recrystaHized at
once by heating it suddeniy to high temperature, the clisplacement of
the inter-crystalline boun<ilaries will be too much complicated, the ws`iter

performeel the recrystallization in two steps : Firstly, the recrystallization

-was caryie(l otit at a comparatively low'temperature se that the boundayies

between new Iarge crystals obtained by recrystallization are not grooved

and that the recrystallization is almost btit not perfectly conipleted,
Next, the test piece, after having been recry$tallizecl fu'stly, was hea.ted

suddenly for a short time at such high ternperature as the inter-crystal-

line grooves are to be obtaineclI ancl by comparing the photographs
taken befoye and after this heating the clisplacement of the inter-cry-
stalline grooves was {nspected.

    The recyystallization at high temperatu!'e proceeds veisy rapidly,
akd consequently the clisplacement of the inÅí+er--erystalline grooves too.

In the present experiment, the furnace provided with a naryow siit at
its upper end, as is shown in Fig. 9, was used. The sllt was kept
open always ancl was se narrow
                   - .{t/...t;...- t.that onl>r the test piece can pass
freeiy through it longitudinally,
ancl that the tempeyature in the
furnace does not fiuctuate in any

detectabie degree by putting in
and tal<ing out the test piece. By

keeping the temperature in the
furnace at a desirerJ high degree,

tlGe test piece was ptit into t"he

furnace, and heated for a few
minutes, ap-d then it was taken
ottt and cooled in the air.

    The experiments were macle
with tin and aluminium. In the
case of tin, an uncrystallized test
piece having the same size as (SR),

which has been defined in the
centrated hydrochloric acid,

then recryseallized for the first i
W'ith such heating the
completed.
    After taking the photograph
the test piece thus recrystallized

s'{
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 was raised to ancl kept at 2240C; and the test p:'ece was heated foi' 3

 minutes at this temperature and was then cooled in the air. The inter-
cr}rstaHine grooves, formed 'on the surface of the test piece recrystaHized
thtis for the seconcl time, are •shown in Figs. 5 (a) an(! 5 (b) in Plate II.

In Fig. 5(a), the groove running down vertically is formed by the
second heating at tbe crystai boundary developed by the first heating,
and the neighbouring part appearing white in a shape of wide band
in the photograph is the trace traversed by the inter-cr•ystalline boundary

by the second heating and in the dark portion at the ieft end of the
white bancl there situates tlie new inter-crystaiiine greove formed by
the second heating at the final position of Åíhe displaced inter-c!'ystalline

boundary, though it is invisible in the photograph by unsuitabie illumi-
nation. IFig. 5 (b) is the photograph taken to make tkis invisible groove

visible by different illumination, and the on,e rumiing down f!'om the

intersection of three grooves meeting at tlae upper part of the phot6=

graph, is this groove. Moreover, the other two grooves naeeting at
the upper part beconie clearer in this figure in place of the disapearance

of the first groove which had appeared clearly in Fig. 5(a). If the
clisplacement of the inter-crystalJine bounaiary tal<es place after its

becoming a greove, then the part of the surface of the test piece
which was traveysed by the boundar•y wouid be rou.crhenecl, anc{ this
was the wrker's expectation. But, against this expectation, this part
of the surface of the test l)iece becomes rather smoothed when comparecl

with the other part, as wili be seen in the photo.crraph. This point,
together with the fact that t}?e grooves are formed only at the inMal
and final posltion of the inter-crystalline boundary, seems to be accept-

able by considering in the follewing way: The foriw.ation of tA'e
groove at high temperature requires some duration of time. At the
encl of the recr>rstallization the inter-crystalline boundary doe's not move

no more and it has sufficient time at its fixecl position to be grooved,

and at the beginning the start of the displacement of the inter-crystal-

line boundary conmiences after a lapse of the time ancl during which

the grooving of the inter-crystaliine boundary arises. The displacement

of inter-crystalline boundary which is obtained with the recrystaHization,

ae such a high tempe!'ature as is ver•y near to the melting point, as in

the present experiments, takes place very rapldly. Therefoste, the inter--

crystalline bouna'ary moves very s"riftly, without having. sufficient time

to be grooved, i}eneath the surface Jjgurd Iayer which was formecl at
such a high temperature; ancl small surface irregularities of the test
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         'piece which have existed initial!y, become rather smoothed b•}, the dis-

placement of the intersectfon of the inter-crystaliine and the surface
liqu{d layers. The writer carried out simijar'experiments with aluminiun?,

and the results were entirely the same as with tin.

    g Vil C'onclt{sion. By the present {nvestigation it becomes now
clear that with various !iietals the inter-crystalline boundary and the
outer surface of the test piece fluidify at the temperature lower than

10a .v20"C below the melting point. This phenomenon is seen to
take place wkh metals of very high purity as well as commercfal ones,
irrespectlvely whether the test plece is prepared by recrystaHizaton or

casting. .Thus, it is inconceivable to be due to the presence of some
irnpurities, ancl {$ rather appropriate to ascribe it te the proper nature

of the metal crystals. Accorcling to the writer's measurement the
inter--crystailine Iiguid iayer becomes pretty thin at the temperature ef

about ie" .v2e"C below the melting point, cliffering somewkat with
the kind of metals, and below that temperature its presence could not
be detected by the method of the present investigation.
    With respect to this point it is improbabie that the inter-crystalline

liguid Iayer disappears abruptly at a certain defini•te temperature by

cooling. Contrary to this, it seems to be more appropriate to consider
after Prof. U. Yoshicla that the inter-crystalline layer persists, as in

Iiquid state or as in amorphous solid state, through all temperatures,
even when it only becornes thinxxer with the iowering of the temperaÅíure.

    As was stated before, 2he inter-crystalline boundary gets grooved
by being heated at high temperature, and it has n•ow become probab!e
from the present investigation that this is due to the sucking of •the
lnter•-crystalline liquid layer to the outer surface ( probably the interstice

between the oxide film and the crystal beneath it) of the test-piece
by the action of the surface tension. It was found with bismuth that
the expansion arising from the crystallization of the inter-crystalline
liquid layer by cooling gives rise to the bulging of the neighbouring
part of the test piece on one hand and the eruption as smali spheres
of stili uncrystallized part of the liquid Iayer on the other hand.

    Further the writer recrystaliized the test pieces of tin and alumi-
n.ium at such high tetnperature as to be grooved at the inter-crystailine
beundary, and the trace Ieft on the surface of the test piece by the
displacement of the inter-crystalline boundary was seen to be cornpre-
hensible, at least to some extent, by an explanation based on the
presence of iiguid layers' at the inter-crysealiine boukdar>r and on the
outer surface of the test piece at high ternperature.
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    I.asÅíly the writer's sincere thanks are due to Prof. U. Yosliida,

under whose kincl supervision the present investigation was carried otit.

    Further it must be noted that the expense of this research has
been defrayed from the Scientific Research Fund of Department of

Education. ' .                                                 (June 20, 1945)
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